Bachelor of Fine Arts (Studio Practice) / Commerce 3572

2022 Commencing Students

Year 1
- Term 1: DART1100, DART1300, Commerce
- Term 2: DART1101, Introductory Disciplinary Studio, Commerce
- Term 3: Commerce

Year 2
- Term 1: DART1300, Introductory Disciplinary Studio, Commerce
- Term 2: DART1301, Intermediate Disciplinary Studio, Commerce
- Term 3: Commerce

Year 3
- Term 1: DART2100, DART2101, Commerce
- Term 2: DART2100, Advanced Disciplinary Studio, Commerce
- Term 3: Commerce

Year 4
- Term 1: DART3100, DART3101, Commerce
- Term 2: Prescribed Theory 1# (L1 or L2), Commerce
- Term 3: Prescribed Theory 2# (L3), Commerce

A note about Disciplinary Studios
- Disciplinary Studios must be completed in order i.e. Drawing 1, Drawing 2, Drawing 3
- In Year 1, you can choose 4 of the 6 disciplinary studio areas.
- In Year 2 and Year 3, you will choose to complete the Intermediate and then Advanced courses in 2 of your chosen disciplines.

*Fine Arts Prescribed Theory
- Prescribed Theory 1 can be chosen from courses beginning with the course codes DART13xx or DART23xx
- Prescribed Theory 2 can be chosen from courses beginning with DART33xx or ADAD3000

Information is correct as of 08.10.21 and is based on proposed prerequisites and course availability. This is to be used as a guide only and does not replace individual advice. Refer to the Handbook and Class Timetable for the relevant term to check availability for these courses. Contact The Nucleus: Student Hub for further assistance. CRICOS Provider Code 00098G